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Abstrat
We desribe random walk boundaries (in partiular, the PoissonFurstenberg, or
PF-boundary) for a vast family of groups in terms of the hyperboli boundary of a
speial free subgroup. We prove that almost all trajetories of the random walk (with
respet to an arbitrary nondegenerate measure on the group) onverge to points of
that boundary. This implies the stability (in the sense of [19℄) of the so-alled Markov
Ivanovsky normal form for braids.
Introdution
0.1 Random walks on groups and their boundaries
In this paper we study boundaries of random walks on groups of a wide lass, the main
examples of whih are the Artin braid groups. Mainly we are interested in the problem of
algebrai desription of the boundary ; this problem is still open during the last deades, 
we onstrut and desribe the boundary of the random walk in terms of the group itself, or
in other words in terms of generators and relations. We do not prove that the boundaries
whih we have found aremaximal
1
. Nevertheless, the method we present joins Furstenberg's
approah to the boundaries with the idea of stable normal forms in groups, and opens new
possibilities for the desription of boundaries.
The problem of the alulation of boundaries for ountable groups (or more generally,
for graphs) onsists of the following: onsider the proedure of sequential multipliation
(for example, from the right side) of a urrent element of the group yn−1 ∈ G, n = 1, 2, . . . ,
y0 = id, with a randomly hosen (in aordane with a xed probability distribution µ
on the group) element xn ∈ G, n = 1, 2, . . . ; how to desribe those harateristis of
the growing produt yn of random elements that are stabilized when n tends to innity?
For the braid groups this question is very natural in the ase where our xed probability
distribution is the uniform distribution on the set of standard Artin's generators and their
inverses: we hoose randomly a transposition of strands and multiply a urrent braid on
this transposition; what properties of the braid survived at innity (suh a properties we
will alled stabilizing properties). A priori it is not lear if suh nontrivial properties do
exist (in other words, it is not lear if the boundary is trivial or not).
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1
Although for the braid groups this fat follows from the omparison of our results with results of the
papers [13, 7℄.
1
There exist various approahes to the theory of boundaries of groups. First of all, we
an say about probabilisti boundaries, for example, exit boundaries of Markov proesses,
or Poisson boundaries in the sense of harmoni funtions, et. These boundaries are dened
as measure spaes without topology or anonial metri. For random walks, this boundary
ould be dened as a quotient spae over tail equivalene relation or other equivalene
relation. But suh denition does not provide the diret desription of the boundary.
Usually, when we onsider a spae whih is a fator-spae of the tail equivalene relation,
the main diulty is to verify if this spae is a proper quotient of the boundary or the
whole boundary itself. Up to now this problem was solved for a very small lass of groups.
Tehnial question is: how to dene an appropriate metri or topology on the spae whih
is supposed to be boundary.
Another approah was given by H.Furstenberg [8, 9, 10℄. It starts from the opposite
point, namely from the study of topologial or metri G-spaes with quasi-invariant,
stationary (with respet to the ation of the group G) measure. The group ation on those
spaes satises ertain speial onditions: µ-proximality or mean-proximality (see Setion 2
for the denitions). Suh spaes are alled µ-boundaries, and probability boundaries (for
example, the exit boundary) if endowed with appropriate topology, satisfy these onditions.
As measure spaes, µ-boundaries usually are quotient spaes of exit boundaries. A µ-
boundary that is isomorphi to the exit boundary is alled maximal .
2
This approah seems
to be very fruitful and beame popular, espeially for lassial groups and lassial latties.
In the survey [19℄ it was suggested to all the maximal µ-boundary of the random walk the
PoissonFurstenberg boundary ; this term we use here. For lassial groups these boundaries
usually an be desribed as boundaries of some ompatiations of the group. Thus,
Furstenberg theory gives the desription of the boundaries as topologial G-spaes with
speial measures. This approah seems to be parallel to the theory of more subtle kind of
boundaries  Martin boundaries. But the problem of suh approahes lies in the absene
of the diret link between µ-boundary and the spae of trajetories of Markov proess.
In partiular, no universal onnetion exists between the onvergene of trajetories and
topology of the boundary.
Another one approah was proposed in the paper [19℄  it onsists in the onstrution
of boundary as the limit spae for normal forms of random elements of the group. More
exatly, we try to nd some kind of normal forms for the group elements (for example,
representing these elements as words over an alphabet of generators of the group, or as
geometrial ongurations  generalized words, et.) suh that for almost all sequenes
of elements there is a onvergene of these normal forms to an innite word or to a limit
onguration. Then we regard the spae of innite ongurations as a boundary of random
walk. Examples: in the ase of the free non-abelian group, redued words is a stable normal
form, and the orresponding limit spae is the spae of innite redued words; for the
loally free groups, this is the spae of innite heaps (see [20, 16℄). A more ompliated
example (from [19℄) provides an interpretation of boundaries of meta-abelian groups and
wreath-produts. Here we onsider the speial type of ongurations of paths on latties
as normal forms of the elements of the meta-abelian groups, and stabilization means the
onvergene for almost all sequenes of ongurations to an innite ongurations. Under
suh approah, the onnetion between the onvergene of trajetories of Markov proess
2
The exit boundary of a group an have several distint natural topologial realizations. In other words,
a group an have several maximal µ-boundaries. The braid group Bn is a striking example. From the one
hand, the Thurston boundary of Teihmuller spae of the sphere with n + 1 puntures (this boundary is
homeomorphi to (2n − 5)-sphere) is a maximal µ-boundary of Bn (see [13, 7℄ for the proof); from the
other hand, the exit boundary of Bn an be realized as a irle; below, we will desribe the same boundary
as the hyperboli boundary of the free group of rank n− 1.
2
and topology in the spae of words underlies the notion of stabilization. The main diulty
onsists in the desription of the ation of the group on the limit spae, and in establishing
the fat that the spae obtained is the boundary or even maximal boundary. The main
result of this paper shows that in the ases whih we have onsidered, our approah ould
be agreed with Furstenberg's approah and we an identify the spae of limit normal forms
with PF-boundary.
Unfortunately, there are no universal tools to prove the boundary maximality; this
question remains open. There is the entropy riterion by Kaimanovih [12℄, whih is a
orollary of the global riteria of the boundary triviality [14, 5℄, but it is diult to apply it
in onrete situations, beause for that we need an appropriate metri. Another plan, whih
uses estimations of the stabilization rate of the normal forms, is still not omplete. In the
ase of mapping lass groups, it was proved in [13, 7℄ (using the above-mentioned riteria)
that the maximal boundary an be realized as the Thurston boundary of Teihmuller spae.
Relatively umbersome ombination, whih we do not argue here, of those arguments and
our results allows us to laim that the boundary whih we have found is maximal, but as
it was mentioned above, it is too indiret way, and we need further work in order to make
the algebrai theory of group boundaries self-onsistent.
0.2 Statement of results and a geometri illustration for the stability
The results of the paper an be desribed as follows. First, for a ountable group with
a normal free non-abelian subgroup it is proved that the ordinary (hyperboli) boundary
of the subgroup is a µ-boundary3 of the group itself (Theorem 1). Then, for a ertain
sublass (whih is desribed below) of groups with normal free subgroups it is shown that
the projetion of almost every (a.e.) path into the normal free subgroup onverges (with
respet to the hyperboli ompatiation) to a point on the aforementioned hyperboli
boundary (Theorem 2). Finally, implying these theorems to the braid group and its speial
free subgroup, we prove that the MarkovIvanovsky normal form is stable (Theorem 3).
With more details and with the exat wording, these results are as follows.
The desription of a µ-boundary for the groups with a normal free subgroup.
We reall that eah automorphism of a word-hyperboli group F (take the free group as an
example) an be uniquely extended to a homeomorphism of its hyperboli boundary ∂F .
In partiular, if F is a normal subgroup in a group G, then G ats on F by onjugation
automorphisms, whih indues a natural ontinuous ation of G on ∂F .
Theorem 1. Let G be a ountable group with a normal free non-abelian subgroup F .
Let µ be a nondegenerate measure on G. Then on the G-spae ∂F there exists a unique
µ-stationary measure ν, whih is ontinuous. The pair (∂F, ν) is a µ-boundary of (G,µ).
In other words, Theorem 1 states that ∂F is a mean-proximal G-spae, i.e., ∂F is µ-
proximal for eah nondegenerate measure µ on G (see Setion 2 or [10℄ for the denitions).
The statement that (∂F, ν) is a µ-boundary of (G,µ) means by denition that for a.e. path
τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the right-hand random µ-walk on G the sequene {τi(ν)}i∈Z+ of measures
onverges to a point measure δw(τ) with w(τ) ∈ ∂F .
3
In fat, in the ase of the braid group suh a µ-boundary is maximal (i.e., it is a PF-boundary),
providing that the measure µ has a nite rst moment. But this maximality follows, as mentioned above,
by ombining our results with the results of [13, 7℄, whih have a dierent nature. We think that our
approah leads to a diret proof of the boundary maximality. We onjeture that suh a boundary is
maximal whenever the natural homomorphism of the group to the group of automorphisms of the normal
subgroup is injetive.
3
The onvergene of paths for semidiret produts. The problem of pointwise
onvergene for the mean-proximal G-spae F ∪ ∂F is the problem whether there exists a
point f ∈ F∪∂F suh that for a.e. path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ the sequene {τi(f)}i∈Z+ onverges to
the above-dened point w(τ) ∈ ∂F . In the general ase of Theorem 1, this problem is open.
Nevertheless, we an prove a pointwise onvergene under ertain additional assumptions
on the struture of our group.
Theorem 2. Let H be a ountable group with a normal free non-abelian subgroup F .
Suppose that H an be presented as a semidiret produt of F by a subgroup A (i.e., H =
F ⋊ A). Suppose, moreover, that F ontains a nontrivial element that is xed under the
ation of the subgroup A. Then for eah nondegenerate measure µ on H and for a.e. path
τ = {τi}i∈Z+ = {xiαi}i∈Z+ (here, xi ∈ F , αi ∈ A) of the random µ-walk, the sequene
{xi}i∈Z+ of elements in F onverges (in the hyperboli ompatiation F ∪∂F ) to a point
w(τ) on the boundary ∂F .
The stability of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form for the braid group. We
an illustrate the above results by the example of the Artin braid group Bn (or by
the slightly more general example of mapping lass groups of surfaes with nonempty
boundary). It is well known that the pure braid group Pn (whih has a nite index in
Bn) is a semidiret produt of its normal free subgroup Fn−1 of rank n − 1 by the pure
(n−1)-braids subgroup Pn−1. By applying Theorems 1 and 2 to this semidiret produt, we
onlude that the hyperboli boundary ∂Fn−1 is a µ-boundary of Pn (in fat, it is maximal)
and by projeting a path in Pn to Fn−1 we almost surely (a.s.) obtain a onvergent sequene
(this sequene onverges in the hyperboli metri to a point on ∂Fn−1). Sine Pn is a nite
index subgroup of Bn, we an extend these results to Bn. Now, we reall that the denition
of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form [18℄ based on the deomposition Pn = Fn−1⋊Pn−1
(see Setion 1 for details). Thus, in the ase of the braid group, the above results onvert
into the following one.
Theorem 3. The MarkovIvanovsky normal form in the Artin braid group is stable (with
respet to the random walk with any nondegenerate distribution).
Here, we give an example of a path of the random µ-walk on the pure braid group
P4, where µ is the uniform distribution on the set of generators sji and their inverses.
(This set of generators is desribed in Setion 1 below.) The k-th element of the path is
denoted by γk. On the right part of the list we write the MarkovIvanovsky normal forms
of these elements. On the given part of the path the form stabilizes rapidly. As a matter of
fat, the lengths of the MarkovIvanovsky normal forms for the elements of a.e. path grow
exponentially. Note that for a.e. path the stabilization speed is also exponential.
γ0 = 1; I(γ0) = 1.
γ1 = γ0 · s
−1
31 ; I(γ1) = s
−1
31 .
γ2 = γ1 · s41; I(γ2) = s43s41s
−1
43 s
−1
31 .
γ3 = γ2 · s
−1
43 ; I(γ3) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 .
γ4 = γ3 · s
−1
32 ; I(γ4) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 .
γ5 = γ4 · s42; I(γ5) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 .
γ6 = γ5 · s21; I(γ6) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 s21.
γ7 = γ6 · s32; I(γ7) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 s
−1
31 s32s31s21.
γ8 = γ7 · s
−1
41 ; I(γ8) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42s
−1
41 s
−1
42 s
−1
41 s42s41s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 · · ·
γ9 = γ8 · s
−1
42 ; I(γ9) = s43s41s41s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s
−1
42 s
−1
41 s
−1
42 s41s42s41 · · ·
4
In the denition of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form, the deomposition Pm =
Fm−1⋊Pm−1 is employed step by step to the pure braid groups with dereasing ranks. As a
result, we obtain a deomposition of Pn into a produt of n− 1 free subgroups. Eah braid
γ of Pn is a unique produt of n− 1 elements of these subgroups. The MarkovIvanovsky
normal form I(γ) of γ is omposed of n − 1 parts that orrespond to these elements. (In
the ase of the group P4, the form has three parts. The rst part uses the symbols, or the
generators, s43, s42, s41, and their inverses. The seond part inludes s32, s31, and inverses.
The third part is a power of s21. See the example above.) For a.e. path of the random walk
the length of eah part of the form (exept the uttermost yli part) tends to innity, so
that the stabilization of the form is the stabilization of its rst part. It is an interesting
fat that other parts of the form (exept the uttermost yli one ertainly) also stabilize
for a.e. path, but in the limit all the stable information about the path is reeted in the
rst part of the form.
If we onsider the ordinary geometri interpretation of braids, where a braid is
represented by a olletions of intertwining strings, then the MarkovIvanovsky normal
form of a braid is represented by a strings interweaving of the following shape. First, the
outermost string wind round other strings, whih are motionless at this moment (this is
the rst part of the form). Then, only the seond string moves (the seond part of the
form), and so on. In the last (yli) part of the form, only two strings are twisting. See
Figure 1; the generator sji orresponds on the geometri level to the one full twist between
i-th and j-th strings.
s
−1
31
s41s
−1
43
s
−1
32
s42s21s32
✲
I
(onversion to the
normal form)
s43s41s41s
−1
43
s
−1
41
s42s
−1
43
s
−1
31
s
−1
32
s
−1
31
s32s31s21
Figure 1: Geometri presentations for the pure 4-braid s−131 s41s
−1
43 s
−1
32 s42s21s32 and its
MarkovIvanovsky normal form.
Figure 2 shows the geometri shapes for the normal forms of elements in the above
example. In this geometri interpretation, the stabilization of the MarkovIvanovsky
normal form is observed as the stabilization of the rst string's position.
0.3 Corollaries about stable funtionals on the braid group
The braid group has numerous algebrai and geometri interpretations. The Markov
Ivanovsky normal form is niely related to some of these interpretations, so that our
results provide orresponding orollaries, whih enable us to observe numerous natural
stable funtionals for the random walks on the braid group. (To desribe these stable
funtionals briey, we restrit ourselves to the ase of pure braid groups.)
The Artin representation. Our Theorem 3 implies that the stabilization phenomenon
for the random walk on the braid group an be observed via Artin's representation of Bn
5
into the automorphisms of the rank n free group Fn with generators (x1, . . . , xn).
4
This
may be desribed as follows. Let xi be a generator in (x1, . . . , xn), and let γ(xi) denote the
image of xi under the automorphism that orresponds to a pure braid γ. It is well known
that the redued word for the element γ(xi) has the form Ai(γ)xiA
−1
i (γ) (here, Ai(γ) is
a redued word over the generators x1, . . . , xn and their inverses). It turns out that initial
(left) symbols of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form I(γ) for γ determine ompletely
several terminal (right) letters of the word An(γ). (Equivalently, they determine initial
(left) letters of the word A−1n (γ).) In partiular, the stability of the MarkovIvanovsky
normal form implies that for a.e. path γ1, γ2, . . . of the random walk the orresponding
sequene A−1n (γk) onverges. Furthermore, by the symmetry arguments it follows that for
a.e. path and for eah i the sequene Ai(γk) onverges.
Corollary. Let Pn → Aut(Fn) be the Artin representation in its standard form. (In
partiular, for every γ ∈ Pn and every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have γ(xi) = Ai(γ)xiA
−1
i (γ).)
Then for a.e. path {γk}k∈Z+ of the right random walk on Pn (with respet to a nondegenerate
distribution µ) the sequene of words A−1i (γk) onverges (to a random right innite word
in generators x1, . . . , xn and their inverses).
Below, we alulate the redued words A4(γk)x4A
−1
4 (γk) for a part of the above-
onsidered path in P4.
γ0(x4) = x4
γ1(x4) = x4
γ2(x4) = x
−1
4 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x4
γ3(x4) = x
−1
2 x1x2x3x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x
−1
4 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x
−1
3 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2
γ4(x4) = γ3(s
−1
32 (x4)) = γ3(x4)
γ5(x4) = · · · x
−1
2 x1x2x3x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x
−1
4 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x
−1
3 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2 · · ·
γ6(x4) = · · · x
−1
2 x1x2x3x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x
−1
4 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x4x
−1
2 x1x2x
−1
3 x
−1
2 x
−1
1 x2 · · ·
There are several other ways to observe the stabilization via Artin's representation. For
example, onsider the ratio
#xpAi(γ)
#xqAi(γ)
,
where #xrAi(γ) denotes the number of ourrene of the symbol xr in the redued word
Ai(γ). It turns out that this ratio is a stable funtional on the braid group.
Note also that for a path γ1, γ2, . . . the orresponding sequene of elements γk(xi) in
Fn is not a.s. onvergent (in the usual sense of the hyperboli ompatiation). However,
let us onsider the fator-spae of Fn by the left translation by the element x1x2 · · · xn. It
turns out that in this fator-spae the image of γk(xi) is an a.s. onvergent sequene.
The braid group as the mapping lass group. Next, we onsider the well-known
interpretation of the braid group in the form of the mapping lass group of the puntured
dis. Under this interpretation, the ation of the braid group on the fundamental group
of the puntured dis is exatly the Artin representation. It is onvenient to regard
the elements of the type γ(xi) = Ai(γ)xiA
−1
i (γ) in this freefundamental group as the
homotopy lasses of urves that ome out of the i-th punture and end in a base point on
the boundary. It is also onvenient to endow our puntured dis with a hyperboli metri.
Then eah of these homotopy lasses is represented by a unique geodesi (see Figure 3).
4
We remark that in the semidiret produt Pn = Fn−1 ⋊ Pn−1 the ation of the subgroup Pn−1 on the
subgroup Fn−1 yields exatly the Artin representation of rank n− 1.
6
The braid group ats on the set of suh geodesis. In this onstrution, the desribed
above (left) stabilization of the sequene A−1n (γk) for a path γ1, γ2, . . . transforms into the
stabilization of the sequene of geodesis (here, a stable funtional is the behaviour of a
geodesi after it omes out of the punture (see Figure 3).
We remark that the study of the interpretation of the braid group in the form of the
mapping lass group leads nally to a mod 0-isomorphism between the PF-boundary of the
braid group desribed in this paper (the boundary of the free group) and the PF-boundary
of the braid group in terms of [13, 7℄ (the Thurston boundary of Teihmuller spae of the
puntured sphere).
Representations of braid groups in the group of homeomorphisms of the irle.
With the aid of the above-mentioned interpretation of the braid group in the form of the
mapping lass group, we an onstrut representations of the braid group in the group of
homeomorphisms of the irle. Consider, for example, the set of all oriented geodesis (on
the puntured dis with a hyperboli metri) that ome out of a ertain punture. This
set is naturally endowed with the topology of the irle. The pure braid group ats on this
irular spae of geodesis. We have thus onverted the pure braid group into a group,
whih ats on the irle. For this representation, our results yield orresponding orollaries.
In partiular, we see that the irle is a µ-boundary of the pure braid group.
Using the puntured dis, we also an let the whole braid group to at on the irle.
For example, we an dene an ation of the braid group on the set of all oriented geodesis
that start from the boundary at right angle to it. (Obviously, this set is endowed with the
topology of the irle.) For this ation, Theorems 1 and 2 also produe ertain orollaries.
0.4 Other normal forms of braids
The MarkovIvanovsky normal form is not a unique stable form for braids. In fat, the
results of this paper imply the stability for several other normal forms, whih are essentially
dierent from that of MarkovIvanovsky. At the other hand, for some well-known normal
forms (of braids) the problem of stability is still open.
Going into the details, rst we mention a stable normal form desribed in [17℄. Atually,
this form belongs to an extensive olletion of stable normal forms of geometrial nature.
The stability of this form follows from the stability of the MarkovIvanovsky form. In [2℄,
Bressaud presented a new normal form for braids, whih is to a ertain extent ognate to the
form of [17℄. The Bressaud form is not stable with respet to the right-hand random walk.
Nevertheless, this form an be easily onverted into a stable one by shifting its leftmost
part (whih relates with the enter of the braid group) to the right. The stability of this
onverted Bressaud form an also be dedued from the results of this work. There were
attempts to nd a stable form with all words σ-positive or σ-negative in Dehornoy's sense
(see [3℄ for denitions). It turns out that suh a form does not exist (for the random walk
with a symmetri distribution). At the same time, we an onstrut a stable normal form
omposed of two parts, one of whih is a σ-positive or a σ-negative word while the seond
is in a ertain sense elementary. For the Garside normal form, Thurston's normal form [6℄,
Birman-Ko-Lee normal form [1℄, and some other known forms (see [4℄ for examples) the
stability problem
5
is open.
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It is obvious that some of the aforementioned forms are not stable with their ustomary denitions.
Here, by the stability problem for a normal form we mean whether a normal form or some of its natural
simple transformations is stable. Examples of suh transformations (whih usually inlude permutations
of the parts of a form under investigation) are mentioned in the above remarks on the Bressaud normal
form stability and also in the remarks on the MarkovIvanovsky form denition in Setion 1 below.
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1 The braid group and the MarkovIvanovsky normal form.
Denitions
In his seminal work [18℄, A.A.Markov presented a normal form for the elements of the braid
group. This form is based on a normal series of the pure braid group, whih onsists of free
groups with dereasing ranks. The rst free group in this series is a speial free subgroup
of the braid group. The pure braid group Pn is a semidiret produt of the speial free
subgroup by a subgroup isomorphi to the pure braid group Pn−1. By indution we therefore
obtain a normal form for the pure braid group. This form is omposed by a sequene of
elements in the free subgroups of the aforementioned normal series. A.A.Markov annotates
the theorems about this normal form and about the normal series with the last name of
A. Ivanovsky. Unfortunately, neither the work [18℄ nor other papers of A.A. ontain any
detailed referenes on A. Ivanovsky
6
. In later works on the braid groups this normal series
was redisovered but it seems that the rst appearane of the form was in [18℄, so we prefer
the term the MarkovIvanovsky normal form.
The Artin braid group of rank n is determined by the presentation
Bn := 〈σ1, . . . , σn−1 | σiσj = σjσi, |i− j| ≥ 2; σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1〉.
In Bn, we onsider the set of elements {sji, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}, where
sji := σj−1σj−2 · · · σi+1σ
2
i σ
−1
i+1 · · · σ
−1
j−2σ
−1
j−1.
Suppose m is in {2, . . . n}; then the set {sji, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m} generates the pure braid group
Pm in Bn. The olletion {smi, 1 ≤ i < m} generates a free subgroup of rank m− 1, whih
we denote by Fm−1. Fm−1 is a normal subgroup in Pm. The subgroups P2 ∼= Z and F1 ∼= Z
oinide. For eah k ∈ {3, . . . n}, the subgroup Pk is a semidiret produt of Fk−1 by Pk−1:
Pk = Fk−1 ⋊ Pk−1.
Therefore, we have
Pn = Fn−1 ⋊ (Fn−2 ⋊ (Fn−3 ⋊ (Fn−4 ⋊ · · · ⋊ F1))).
In partiular, eah element γ of the pure braid group Pn is uniquely presented in the
form
γ = γn−1γn−2 · · · γ2γ1, where γi ∈ Fi.
Every element of the free group Fi is represented by a unique redued word in generators
{s(i+1)j , 1 ≤ j < i + 1} and their inverses (the reader may nd an expliit denition of
redued words in Subsetion 5.1 below).
The MarkovIvanovsky normal form in the pure braid group Pn is the mapping
IP : γ 7→ Vn−1 · · ·V1,
where Vi is the redued word for the element γi ∈ Fi.
In order to dene the MarkovIvanovsky normal form in the braid group Bn, we
reall that Pn is a normal subgroup of index n! in Bn. Let Πn ⊂ Bn be a set of oset
representatives for Pn in Bn. Then eah element β ∈ Bn an be uniquely written in the
form γβpiβ, where γβ ∈ Pn and piβ ∈ Πn. The MarkovIvanovsky normal form in the braid
group Bn is the mapping
7
IB : β 7→ IP (γβ)piβ.
6
A. Ivanovsky was a post-graduate student of A.A.Markov. He was killed during World War II.
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In [18℄, Markov xes a ertain spei set of oset representatives (for Pn in Bn) to dene the normal
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2 Random walks on groups. Denitions
2.1. Random walks on groups. Let G be a ountable group, and µ be a probability
measure on G. We say that µ is nondegenerate if its support generates G as a semigroup.
The (right-hand) random walk on G determined by the distribution µ, or the random µ-
walk , is the time homogeneous Markov hain with the state spae G, with the transition
probabilities P (g, h) = µ(g−1h), and with the initial distribution onentrated at the group
identity e. A realization of this proess is alled a path of the random walk. If µ is a
probability measure on G, we denote by Pµ the assoiated Markov measure on the path
spae GZ+ .
2.2. Stable normal forms [19℄. Let S be a subset of G. Suppose that S generates G as
a semigroup. We denote by S∗ the set of all nite words over the alphabet S. A normal form
in the group G is a mapping N : G → S∗ suh that pr ◦N = idG, where pr is the natural
projetion from S∗ onto G, that is, the projetion that takes the word w1w2 . . . wk ∈ S
∗
to
the element w1 · w2 . . . wk ∈ G. We say that a sequene {Vi}i∈Z+ of words in S
∗
onverges
at innity if for every k ∈ N there exists N ∈ N suh that for eah j > N the length of the
word Vj is greater then k and, moreover, the initial subwords of length k (the k-prexes)
of words Vj , VN oinide. A normal form N : G → S
∗
is said to be stable with respet
to the random µ-walk (µ-stable) if for Pµ-a.e. path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ the sequene of words
{N(τi)}i∈Z+ onverges at innity
8
. A normal form is said to be stable if it is µ-stable for
every nondegenerate measure µ.
Remark. It is a too restritive approah, if we dene normal forms as words, and
stabilization as the onvergene of words in the word metri. A more eient approah
to the stable normal forms an be obtained by generalizing the notion of word. A usual
(linear) word of length n is a mapping of {1, . . . n} ⊂ N to an alphabet S. Yet we an
onsider the union of several opies of N (the vetor words). Suh a generalization of the
notion of normal forms is neessary if our group G is the produt of several opies of free
groups or braid groups and so on. Aordingly, under this approah the limits of a stable
normal form are olletions of several innite linear words.
However, this interpretation must be further generalized. For example, in the ase
of the free meta-abelian group (see [19℄), it is onvenient to dene a normal form of an
element as a onguration of paths of a ertain shape on the lattie with the operation
of onatenation. Here, the limits are the innite ongurations. This interpretation for
normal forms is espeially useful if our group is realized as the fundamental group of a
ertain omplex. This leads us to a notion of geometri boundary of the random walk on a
group.
form. In our ase, the hoie of suh a set is not of importane. Furthermore, in [18℄ the sequene order
for omponents of the normal form diers from the sequene order used above: Markov wrote a braid
β ∈ Bn in the form
I
′
B(β) = β
′
1β
′
2 · · ·β
′
n−2β
′
n−1pi
′
β, where β
′
i ∈ Fi, pi
′
β ∈ Π
′
n.
Clearly, in ertain ases it is not important whih sequene order we hoose for the denition of the normal
form. Apparently, in [18℄ the sequene order was hosen arbitrarily. We observe that in [21℄, for example,
the MarkovIvanovsky normal form is desribed with the same sequene order as ours. In the ontext of
the stability, the hoie of a sequene order does matter: the normal form IB is stable with respet to the
right random walk, while the normal form I
′
B is not stable (for both left and right random walks).
8
It is interesting to investigate also the notion of the weak stability for normal forms. (To obtain the
denition of the weak stability, use the onvergene in measure instead of the a.e. onvergene.)
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2.3. µ-boundaries. Reall that an ation of a group G on a topologial spae M is a
homomorphism from G to the group Homeo(M) of all homeomorphisms of M . A spae
endowed with an ation of a group G is alled G-spae. We denote by P(G) the spae of
all probability measures on G. The spae of all regular Borel probability measures on a
topologial spaeM is denoted by P(M). P(M) is endowed with the weak∗ topology (with
respet to the bounded ontinuous funtions on M). A measure onentrated at a point is
alled a point measure. Reall also that an ation of G on M determines an ation of G
on P(M), gθ(E) = θ(g−1E).
Let µ ∈ P(G). A measure ν ∈ P(M) is said to be µ-stationary if
µ ∗ ν =
∫
G
gν dµ(g) = ν.
LetM be a G-spae, let µ ∈ P(G), and let ν ∈ P(M) be a µ-stationary measure. A pare
(M,ν) is alled a µ-boundary for G if for a.e. path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk the
sequene of measures {τi(ν)}i∈Z+ onverges to a point measure δw(τ), where w(τ) ∈M . A
G-spae M is said to be µ-proximal if for every µ-stationary measure ν ∈ P(M) the pair
(M,ν) is a µ-boundary. A G-spae M is said to be mean-proximal if it is µ-proximal for
every nondegenerate measure µ.
We say that a µ-boundary (M,ν) of a pair (G,µ) is a PoissonFurstenberg boundary (a
PF-boundary) if (M,ν) is a maximal µ-boundary, i.e., if eah µ-boundary (M1, ν1) of the
pair (G,µ) is a fator-spae of (M,ν) (as a measure spae with a group ation, disregarding
the topology).
3 Random walks on groups. Lemmas
This setion ontains several general statements related to random walks on groups.
3.1. Proposition [10℄. Assume that a ountable group G ats on a ompat metri
spae M . Then for every measure µ ∈ P(G) the set of µ-stationary measures in P(M) is
nonempty.
3.2. Theorem [10℄. Assume that a ountable group G ats on a ompat metri spae
M . Let ν ∈ P(M) be a µ-stationary measure for a measure µ ∈ P(G). Then for a.e.
path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk the sequene {τi(ν)}i∈Z+ onverges to a measure
λ(τ) ∈ P(M), and ∫
λ(τ)dPµ(τ) = ν.
3.3. Lemma. Assume that a ountable group G ats on a ompat metri spae M . Let
µ ∈ P(G). Assume that M is µ-proximal. Then a µ-stationary measure on M is unique.
Proof. Let ν1, ν2 be two µ-stationary measures on M . Then, by the denition of µ-
stationary measures, the measure ν0 :=
1
2ν1 +
1
2ν2 is also µ-stationary. Sine M is µ-
proximal, it follows that for a.e. path τ := {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk the orresponding
sequene {τiν0}i∈Z+ = {
τiν1
2 +
τiν2
2 }i∈Z+ of measures onverges to a point measure δw, where
w = w(τ) ∈M . This implies that the sequenes { τiν12 }i∈Z+ and {
τiν2
2 }i∈Z+ onverge to the
measure
δw
2 . Then by Theorem 3.2 we have
ν0 =
∫
δw(τ)dPµ(τ) = ν1 = ν2.
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3.4. Lemma [13℄. Assume that a ountable group G ats on a spae M . Let µ be a
nondegenerate measure on G, and ν ∈ P(M) be a µ-stationary measure. Suppose E is a
measurable subset ofM suh that for every g ∈ G we have either g(E) = E or g(E)∩E = ∅,
and, moreover, there are an innite number of pairwise disjoint sets of the form g(E), where
g ∈ G. Then ν(E) = 0.
In partiular, if for eah point x ∈M the orbit G(x) is innite, then ν is ontinuous.
3.5. Lemma (on absolute ontinuity). Assume that a ountable group G ats on a
spae M . Let µ be a nondegenerate measure on G, and let ν ∈ P(M) be a µ-stationary
measure. Then for eah g ∈ G the measure gν is absolutely ontinuous with respet to the
measure ν. Moreover, we have
1) For every g ∈ G there exists a onstant C ′g suh that for eah measurable subset
E ⊂M we have
C ′gν(E) ≥ gν(E).
2) For every g ∈ G there exists a onstant C ′′g > 0 suh that for eah measurable subset
E ⊂M with E ∪ gE =M we have
ν(E) ≥ C ′′g .
Proof. 1) Sine µ is nondegenerate, it follows that for an element g ∈ G there is a
number s ∈ N suh that µs(g) > 0, where µs denotes the s-fold onvolution of µ.
Sine ν is µ-stationary, it follows that
ν(E) =
∑
h∈G
hν(E)µs(h) ≥ gν(E)µs(g).
Now, we set C ′g := 1/µs(g).
2) The ondition E ∪ gE = M implies that g−1E ∪ E = g−1M = M . From this we
obtain
ν(E) + gν(E) = ν(E) + ν(g−1E) ≥ ν(E ∪ g−1E) = ν(M) = 1.
By assertion 1) we have C ′gν(E) ≥ gν(E). Consequently,
(1 + C ′g)ν(E) ≥ ν(E) + gν(E) ≥ 1.
To omplete the proof, we set C ′′g :=
1
1+C′g
.
Denition (onite subsets). We say that a subset H of a group G is onite if there
exists a nite set J ⊂ G suh that HJ = G. The following result immediately follows from
the standard fats of martingale theory.
3.6. Lemma (on onite subsets). Let G be a ountable group, H ⊂ G be a onite
subset, µ ∈ P(G) be a nondegenerate measure. Then a.e. path of the random µ-walk hits
the subset H an innite number of times. Furthermore, for eah element g0 ∈ G there
exists k ∈ N suh that for a.e. path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk the set
L(τ) := {l ∈ N | τl ∈ H, τl+k = τlg0}
is innite.
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4 A suient ondition of µ-proximality
In this setion, we desribe a suient ondition for a metri G-spae to be µ-proximal.
This ondition will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 below.
4.1. ε-ontrating olletions of elements. Let M be a metri spae with a metri d.
Suppose that a group G ats on M by homeomorphisms. An element g ∈ G is said to be
ε-ontrating for a measure λ ∈ P(M) if there is a ball
Bε(x) := {y ∈M | d(x, y) ≤ ε}
suh that
gλ
(
Bε(x)
)
≥ 1− ε.
We say that a olletion K1 ⊂ G is totally ε-ontrating (for a metri G-spae (M,d))
if for eah measure λ ∈ P(M) the olletion K1 ontains an ε-ontrating element for λ.
A olletion K2 ⊂ G is said to be universally ε-ontrating (for (M,d)) if for eah
h ∈ G the olletion hK2 is totally ε-ontrating.
4.2. Remark. If a olletion K1 ⊂ G is totally ε-ontrating, then for eah h ∈ G the
olletion K1h is also totally ε-ontrating. To prove this, let λ ∈ P(M) be an arbitrary
measure. Then K1 ontains an ε-ontrating element g for the measure hλ. This means
that the element gh ∈ K1h is ε-ontrating for λ.
4.3. Remark. The previous remark immediately implies that a set K2 ⊂ G is universally
ε-ontrating if and only if for eah h ∈ G the set hK2h
−1
is totally ε-ontrating.
4.4. Proposition (a sutient ondition of µ-proximality). Assume that a ountable
group G ats on a ompat metri spae M . Suppose that for an arbitrary small ε > 0
the group G ontains a nite universally ε-ontrating olletion for M . Then for eah
nondegenerate measure µ on G, M is µ-proximal.
The proof of Proposition 4.4 is based upon the following lemma.
4.5. Lemma. Assume that a group G ats on a metri spae M , ε > 0, and G ontains
a nite universally ε-ontrating olletion K for M . Then for an arbitrary measure λ ∈
P(M) the set H := H(ε, λ) of all ε-ontrating elements for λ is onite in G.
Proof of the lemma. Let g ∈ G be an arbitrary element. Then, by the denition of a
universally ε-ontrating olletion, the olletion gK is totally ε-ontrating. In other
words, the sets gK and H have a nonempty intersetion, whene g ∈ HK−1. Then, sine
g is arbitrary, it follows that G = HK−1. Therefore, sine the set K−1 is nite, it follows
that H is, indeed, onite.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let µ ∈ P(G) be an arbitrary nondegenerate measure, and let
ν be a µ-stationary measure in P(M). By Lemma 4.5, for eah ε > 0 the set of all
ε-ontrating elements for ν is onite in G. Then Lemma 3.6 implies that for a.e. path
τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk there exists a sequene {ik}k∈Z+ ⊂ N suh that for eah
k ∈ N the element τik is 1/k-ontrating for the measure ν. Sine M is ompat, it follows
that the sequene {τik(ν)}k∈Z+ has a subsequene that onverges to a point measure. This
means that for a.e. path τ the sequene {τi(ν)}i∈Z+ has a subsequene onverging to a
point measure. At the same time, by Theorem 3.2 the sequene τi(ν) a.s. onverges to a
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ertain measure. Consequently, {τi(ν)}i∈Z+ a.s. onverges to a point measure, i.e. the pair
(M,ν) is a µ-boundary if (G,µ). Therefore, sine ν is an arbitrary µ-stationary measure,
it follows by denition that M is µ-proximal, as required.
5 The free group. Denitions
This setion ontains several denitions and well-known fats about the free group, its
boundary, and the ation of the free group on its boundary. We use standard terminologies
of ombinatorial group theory and hyperboli group theory (see [11, 15℄).
5.1. The free group and words. Let F be a free group of rank n ≥ 2 with generators
u1, . . . , un. We will denote the set of these generators and their inverses by U . Let U
∗
be
the set of all nite words over the alphabet U , and let U∞ denote the set of all right innite
words over the same alphabet.
If W = w1w2 . . . wk ∈ U
∗
, then we denote by W−1 the word w−1k . . . w
−1
2 w
−1
1 ∈ U
∗
. If
r ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the word w1 . . . wr is alled the initial subword of length r, or the r-prex ,
of the word W , while the word wk−r+1 . . . wk is the terminal subword of length r, or the
r-sux , of W . For q ∈ Z, we denote by W q the |q|-fold onatenation of the word W sign(q).
By W+∞ and W−∞ we denote the right innite words that are the limits of the sequenes
{W q}q∈N and {W
−q}q∈N, respetively.
A word over the alphabet U is said to be redued if it ontains no inverse pair
subwords. Eah element x ∈ F has a unique redued representative in U∗. We denote
this representative by [x]. Clearly, the mapping x 7→ [x] is a normal form. For x ∈ F , we
put |x| := |x|U := |[x]|. In the free group F , the funtion d(x, y) := |x
−1y| is a metri. This
metri is alled the word metri assoiated with the system of generators {u1, . . . , un}.
A word V ∈ U∗ is said to be ylially redued if the word V V is redued. It an be
easily heked that for an element a ∈ F there is a unique pair (Aa,Xa) of ylially redued
word Aa ∈ U
∗
and redued word Xa ∈ U
∗
suh that [a] = XaAaX
−1
a . We all the words Xa
and Aa the wing and the ore of the element a and denote them by wing[a] and core[a],
respetively. (We remark that these denitions depend on the system of generators.) It
an be easily seen that the lengths of ores of onjugate elements are equal (i.e., for any
a, b ∈ F we have | core[a]| = | core[bab−1]|).
5.2. The boundary of the free group. As is ustomary, we denote by ∂F the boundary
of the free non-abelian group F . It is well known that ∂F is homeomorphi to the Cantor
set. ∂F an be dened as the spae of ends for the Cayley graph of (F, {u1, . . . , un}).
(Reall that the Cayley graph of the free group with a system of free generators is a tree.)
There exists a natural one-to-one orrespondene between the set of points in ∂F and
the set of all redued words in U∞. We denote by [w] the right innite redued word that
orresponds to a point w ∈ ∂F . Clearly, the formula x 7→ [x] determines a bijetion from
the set of points of the hyperboli ompatiation F ∪ ∂F to the set of all redued words
in U∗ ∪ U∞.
It is known that for eah nontrivial element a ∈ F the sequene {ai}i∈N onverges in
F ∪ ∂F to a boundary point. We denote by a+∞ and a−∞ the limits of the sequenes
{ai}i∈N and {a
−i}i∈N, respetively. Assume that [a] = XAX
−1
, where X is redued and
A is ylially redued; then, learly, the words XA+∞ and XA−∞ represent the points
a+∞ and a−∞, respetively.
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5.3. On the ation on the boundary. For eah element a ∈ F , the ation of a on F by
left translation (x 7→ ax) an be uniquely extended to a homeomorphism of the ompat
F ∪ ∂F . The image of a subset E ⊂ ∂F under the left translation by a will be denoted
by aE. It is known that eah automorphism ψ ∈ Aut(F ) an be uniquely extended to
a homeomorphism ψ : F ∪ ∂F → F ∪ ∂F . Let a ∈ F , and let ψa ∈ Inn(F ) denote the
automorphism of onjugation by a, i.e., ψa(x) = axa
−1
. Then we readily see that for eah
w ∈ ∂F we have ψa(w) = aw.
5.4. The Gromov produt. Let W = w1w2 . . . and V = v1v2 . . . be two distint words
(either nite of right innite). We set (W |V ) := r − 1, where r is the smallest positive
integer suh that vr 6= wr (we mean that the inequality vr 6= wr holds true, in partiular,
if we have either |V | = r − 1 or |W | = r − 1). For a nite word V we set (V |V ) = |V |.
For a pair of distint points w, v in F ∪ ∂F we set (w|v) := ([w]|[v]). For a point v ∈ F
we set (v|v) = |v|. We easily hek that for every x, y in F the following equality holds:
(x|y) =
1
2
(
|x|+ |y| − |x−1y|
)
.
The value (x|y) is alled the Gromov produt of elements x and y.
On the spae F ∪ ∂F , we dene a metri ρ by setting
ρ(w, v) :=
(
(w|v) + 1
)−1
for distint elements w, v in F ∪ ∂F . (We set ρ(v, v) = 0.) It an be easily heked that
ρ is, indeed, a metri. The topology of this metri oinide with the standard topology of
hyperboli ompatiation on F ∪ ∂F . We remark that for every x, y, z ∈ F ∪ ∂F , in the
triple ρ(x, y), ρ(x, z), ρ(y, z) either all values oinide or the two greatest values oinide.
In the metri spae (∂F, ρ), we will denote by Bε(v) the losed ball {w ∈ ∂F | ρ(v,w) ≤
ε}. It immediately follows from the denitions that for every k ∈ N and w ∈ ∂F , the ball
B1/k(w) is the set of all innite redued words with a ommon (k− 1)-prex. This implies
that the intersetion of every two balls in (∂F, ρ) either is empty or oinides with one of
these balls. We note also that if v,w ∈ ∂F and ρ(v,w) ≤ 1/k, then B1/k(v) = B1/k(w).
5.5. Lemma. For every nontrivial element a ∈ F we have
ρ(a+∞, a−∞) =
1
|wing[a]|+ 1
. (5.1)
(a|a+∞) >
|a|
2
. (5.2)
ρ(a, a+∞) <
2
|a|
. (5.3)
Proof. We put X := wing[a] and A := core[a]. Then [a] = XAX−1, [a+∞] = XA+∞, and
[a−∞] = XA−∞. Consequently, we have (a+∞|a−∞) = |X|
def
= |wing[a]|, and
ρ(a+∞, a−∞)
def
=
1
(a+∞|a−∞) + 1
=
1
|wing[a]|+ 1
.
Now, we observe that |a| = 2|X|+ |A|, whene we get
(a|a+∞) = (XAX−1|XA+∞) = |XA| = |X|+ |A| >
2|X| + |A|
2
=
|a|
2
.
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Therefore, we have
ρ(a, a+∞)
def
=
1
(a|a+∞) + 1
<
2
|a|
.
6 The free group. Lemmas
In this setion, we prove several properties of the ation of the free non-abelian group F
on its boundary ∂F . We assume that F has a xed system of generators, so we use the
notation introdued in the previous setion.
6.1. Lemma. Let a ∈ F , k ∈ N. Assume that |a| ≥ 2k. Then we have
aB1/k(a
−∞) ∪ B1/k(a
+∞) = ∂F.
Proof. It sues to show that for an arbitrary point w ∈ ∂F we have either w ∈ B1/k(a
+∞)
or a−1w ∈ B1/k(a
−∞).
The assumption |a| ≥ 2k and inequality (5.2) imply the following two inequalities:
(a+∞|a) >
|a|
2
≥ k; (6.1)
(a−∞|a−1) >
|a−1|
2
=
|a|
2
≥ k. (6.2)
Obviously, we an take an element w′ ∈ F so lose to w that the equalities (a−1w|a−1) =
(a−1w′|a−1) and (w|a) = (w′|a) hold. Then we have
(a−1w|a−1) + (w|a) = (a−1w′|a−1) + (w′|a)
=
1
2
(
|a−1w′|+ |a−1| − |w′|
)
+
1
2
(
|w′|+ |a| − |a−1w′|
)
=
1
2
(
|a−1|+ |a|
)
= |a| ≥ 2k.
This means that either (a−1w|a−1) ≥ k or (w|a) ≥ k. We observe that for every x, y, z ∈
F ∪ ∂F the onditions (x|y) ≥ k and (x|z) ≥ k imply the ondition (y|z) ≥ k (see the
properties of the Gromov produt in Subsetion 5.4). Consequently, if (a−1w|a−1) ≥ k,
then by (6.2) we get (a−1w|a−∞) ≥ k, i.e., a−1w ∈ B1/(k+1)(a
−∞) ⊂ B1/k(a
−∞). In the
ase where (w|a) ≥ k, the inequality (6.1) yields (w|a+∞) ≥ k whene w ∈ B1/k(a
+∞), as
required.
6.2. Lemma. Let a ∈ F , and let |wing(a)| ≥ k ∈ N. Then the k-element olletion
{a, a2, . . . , ak} ⊂ F is totally 1/k-ontrating for the metri F -spae (∂F, ρ).
Proof. It is neessary (and it is suient) to prove that for every measure λ ∈ P(∂F ) there
are a point w ∈ ∂F and an element g ∈ {a, a2, . . . , ak} suh that
gλ
(
B1/k(w)
)
≥ 1− 1/k.
The assumption |wing(a)| ≥ k and (5.1) imply that ρ(a−∞, a+∞) < 1/k, whene it follows
that B1/k(a
−∞) = B1/k(a
+∞) (see Subsetion 5.4). We denote the ball B1/k(a
−∞) =
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B1/k(a
+∞) by B1/k. Sine |a| > 2|wing(a)| ≥ 2k, it follows by Lemma 6.1 that for every
i 6= j ∈ Z we have
a|i−j|B1/k ∪B1/k = ∂F,
whih is equivalent to
aiB1/k ∪ a
jB1/k = ∂F.
Thus, the sets in the olletion {∂F r azB1/k}z∈Z are pairwise disjoint. Hene the set
{1, . . . , k} ontains a number (i0 say) suh that
λ(∂F r a−i0B1/k) ≤ 1/k.
Also, we observe that
λ(∂F r a−i0B1/k) = 1− λ(a
−i0B1/k) = 1− a
i0λ(B1/k).
Combining the latter two formulas we get
ai0λ(B1/k) ≥ 1− 1/k.
Thus, for the element g := ai0 ∈ {a, a2, . . . , ak} and for the point a+∞ we have
gλ
(
B1/k(a
+∞)
)
≥ 1− 1/k,
as required.
6.3. Lemma (f. [15, Proposition 2.27℄). Assume that elements a and b of the free
group F do not ommute. Let k ∈ N. Then the set {a, b, a20kba−20k, b20kab−20k} has an
element h with |wing[h]| ≥ k.
Proof. Reall that [x] denotes the redued word representing an element x ∈ F . For a word
W ∈ U∗ we will denote by Ŵ the element of F represented by W . (We thus have [̂x] = x.)
Suppose that [a] = XAX−1 and [b] = Y BY −1, where X, Y are redued words, and A,
B are ylially redued words (as mentioned in Subsetion 5.1 above, suh X, Y , A and
B exist and unique). Without loss of generality, we assume that |A| ≤ |B|. We will show
that under this assumption at least one of the elements a, b, and b20kab−20k has the wing
of length ≥ k.
Assume the onverse, i.e., assume that we have
|X| < k, |Y | < k, |wing[b20kab−20k]| < k.
We observe that
b20kab−20k = Ŷ B̂20kŶ −1X̂ÂX̂−1Ŷ B̂−20kŶ −1.
Let q denote the element Ŷ −1X̂ÂX̂−1Ŷ . Then
b20kab−20k = Ŷ B̂20kqB̂−20kŶ −1.
Now, we onentrate on properties of the element B̂20kq and of the orresponding redued
word [B̂20kq]. Let us prove several inequalities.
Sine q = Ŷ −1X̂ÂX̂−1Ŷ , the inequalities |Y | < k ≤ k|B|, |X| < k ≤ k|B|, and
|A| ≤ |B| ≤ k|B| imply the following inequality:
|q| < 5k|B|. (6.3)
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Then, sine |B̂20k| = 20k|B|, we have
|B̂20kq| < 25k|B|. (6.4)
Sine the lengths of ores of onjugate elements are equal, it follows that
| core[b20kab−20k]| = |A|. By assumption, we have |wing[b20kab−20k]| < k, whene it follows
that
|Ŷ B̂20kqB̂−20kŶ −1| = |b20kab−20k| < |A|+ 2k.
Then, sine |Y | < k, we have
|B̂20kqB̂−20k| < |A|+ 2k + 2k ≤ 5k|B|. (6.5)
Now, we estimate the Gromov produt of the elements (B̂20kq)−1 and B̂−20k. We observe
that ((
B̂20kq
)−1∣∣∣B̂−20k) = 1
2
(
|B̂20kq|+ |B̂20k| − |B̂20kqB̂−20k|
)
≥
1
2
(
|B̂20k| − |q|+ |B̂20k| − |B̂20kqB̂−20k|
)
= 20k|B| −
1
2
(
|q|+ |B̂20kqB̂−20k|
)
.
Then by (6.3) and by (6.5) we obtain((
B̂20kq
)−1∣∣∣B̂−20k) > 15k|B|.
This means (see Subsetion 5.4) that the 15k|B|-prexes of words [B̂20kq]−1 and B−20k
oinide, hene the word B−15k is a prex of [B̂20kq]−1. Equivalently, the word B15k is a
sux of [B̂20kq].
At the other hand, sine the word B20k of length 20k|B| is redued and sine |q| < 5k|B|
(see (6.3)), it follows that B15k is a prex of [B̂20kq].
We have thus shown that the word [B̂20kq] has sux B15k and prex B15k, and,
moreover, |[B̂20kq]| ≤ 25k|B| (see (6.4)). Consequently, sine the word B is ylially
redued, it follows that eah of the words B[B20kq] and [B20kq]B:
 is redued;
 has prex B15k of length 15k|B|;
 has sux B15k of length 15k|B|;
 has length at most 25k|B|+ |B| ≤ 26k|B|.
Therefore (sine |B15k|+ |B15k| > 26k|B|), the words B[B20kq] and [B20kq]B oinide.
Hene the elements B̂20kq and B̂ of F ommute. Then the elements q and B̂ also ommute,
whene Ŷ qŶ −1 and Ŷ B̂Ŷ −1 ommute. We observe that Ŷ qŶ −1 = X̂ÂX̂−1 = a and
Ŷ B̂Ŷ −1 = b. We have thus proved that a and b ommute, whih ontradits the assumption
of our lemma.
6.4. Corollary. Assume that elements a and b of the free group F do not ommute. Let
k ∈ N. Then the olletion Q50k
2
, where
Q := {a, b, a−1, b−1, e},
is totally 1/k-ontrating for the metri F -spae (∂F, ρ).
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Proof. Sine Q ontains the group identity, it follows that for every r, s ∈ N with r ≤ s
we have Qr ⊂ Qs. This implies that the elements a, b, a20kba−20k, and b20kab−20k lie in
the set Q40k+1, whene by Lemma 6.3 it follows that the set Q40k+1 ontains an element
(say, h) with |wing[h]| ≥ k. Then by Lemma 6.2 the olletion {h, h2, . . . , hk} is totally
1/k-ontrating for (∂F, ρ). It is lear that
{h, h2, . . . , hk} ⊂
(
Q40k+1
)k
⊂ Q50k
2
.
We have thus proved that the olletion Q50k
2
ontains a totally 1/k-ontrating
subolletion. Hene, Q50k
2
is totally 1/k-ontrating.
7 Proof of Theorem 1
The outline of the proof is as follows: using the results of Setion 6, we show that the
ation of G on the boundary ∂F satises the suient ondition of µ-proximality, whih
was desribed in Setion 4.
We assume that F has a xed system of generators, so we enable the notation introdued
in Setions 5 and 6.
Claim. For an arbitrary large k ∈ N, the group G ontains a nite universally 1/k-
ontrating olletion for the metri G-spae (∂F, ρ).
Proof of the laim. Let x, y ∈ F ⊂ G be a pair of non-ommuting elements. We will show
that the nite olletion
R := {x, y, x−1, y−1, e}50k
2
⊂ F ⊂ G
is universally 1/k-ontrating for (∂F, ρ). In view of Remark 4.3, it sues to show that
for every g ∈ G the olletion gRg−1 is totally 1/k-ontrating. We put a := gxg−1 and
b := gyg−1. Sine F is a normal subgroup of G, it follows that a and b lie in F . We also
observe that a and b do not ommute (beause x and y do not ommute). It is lear that
gRg−1 = {a, b, a−1, b−1, e}50k
2
.
Thus, the olletion gRg−1 is totally 1/k-ontrating by Corollary 6.4. The laim is proved.
By the above laim, the ation of G on ∂F meets the assumptions of Proposition 4.4.
Therefore, the boundary ∂F is a µ-proximal spae. This means that there exists a unique µ-
stationary measure ν on ∂F (see Lemma 3.3), and the pair (∂F, ν) is a µ-boundary of (G,µ).
To omplete the proof, we observe that for eah point w ∈ ∂F the orbit G(w) ⊃ F (w) is
innite, so ν is ontinuous by Lemma 3.4. Theorem 1 is proved.
8 A theorem about the seletive onvergene
Denition (the seletive onvergene). Let T be a topologial spae. We say that a
sequene {(ai, bi)}i∈Z+ , where (ai, bi) is a pair of points in T , seletively onverges to a
point t ∈ T if there exist a onverging to t sequene {ci}i∈Z+ suh that ci ∈ {ai, bi} for
eah i. Obviously, a sequene of pairs of points in a Hausdor spae an seletively onverge
to at most two distint points.
In this setion, we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem about the seletive onvergene. Let G be a ountable group with a normal
free non-abelian subgroup F . Let µ be a nondegenerate measure on G. Then for a.e. path
τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk and for an arbitrary nontrivial element a ∈ F , the
sequene of pairs {(τiaτ
−1
i , τia
−1τ−1i )}i∈Z+ seletively onverges to a point w(τ) ∈ ∂F .
Proof. We assume that F has a xed system of generators, and we onsider the
orresponding word metri, Gromov produt, and metri ρ in F ∪∂F . As above, for v ∈ ∂F
and ε > 0, we set Bε(v) := {w ∈ ∂F | ρ(v,w) ≤ ε} (see the notation in Setion 5).
The image of a point v ∈ ∂F under the ation of an element g ∈ G we denote by gv.
We note that for every nontrivial element x ∈ F and every g ∈ G the point gx+∞ oinides
with the point (gxg−1)+∞.
It is lear that under the assumptions of the theorem our Theorem 1 is appliable, thus
on ∂F there exists a unique µ-stationary measure ν.
Claim (1). Let k ∈ N, and b ∈ F be a nontrivial element. Then there exists a onstant
C(b, k) > 0 suh that for eah g ∈ G we have
gν
(
B1/k(gb
+∞) ∪ B1/k(gb
−∞)
)
≥ C(b, k).
Remark. This laim is not trivial, beause we may have B1/k(gb
±∞) 6= gB1/k(b
±∞).
Proof of Claim (1). Let g be an arbitrary element of G. We put
E := B1/k(gb
+∞) ∪B1/k(gb
−∞).
Obviously, for every element x ∈ F and every positive integer r, the word core[xr] oinides
with the word (core[x])r. Therefore, sine the element gbg−1 ∈ F is not trivial, we have
|(gbg−1)2k| ≥ 2k| core(gbg−1)| ≥ 2k.
For every r ∈ N, we obviously have (gbrg−1)±∞ = g(br)±∞ = gb±∞, whene B1/k(gb
±∞) =
B1/k
(
(gbrg−1)±∞
)
. Then by Lemma 6.1 we have
(gbg−1)2kE ∪E = ∂F.
Consequently,
b2kg−1E ∪ g−1E = g−1∂F = ∂F.
Applying the seond part of Lemma 3.5, we obtain
gν(E) = ν(g−1E) ≥ C ′′b2k .
To omplete the proof, we set C(b, k) = C ′′
b2k
.
Claim (2). If a sequene of measures {gi(ν)}i∈Z+ , where gi ∈ G, onverges to a point
measure δv with v ∈ ∂F , then for eah nontrivial element b ∈ F r e the sequene of pairs
{(gib
+∞, gib
−∞)}i∈Z+ seletively onverges to the point v.
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Proof of Claim (2). It is suient to show that for eah k ∈ N there exists N1/k ∈ N suh
that for eah j ≥ N1/k one of the points of the pair (gjb
+∞, gjb
−∞) lies at distane at most
1/k from v (with respet to the metri ρ). Let us prove it. Let k ∈ N. By Claim (1) there
exists C(b, k) > 0 suh that for eah g ∈ G we have
gν
(
B1/k(gb
+∞) ∪ B1/k(gb
−∞)
)
≥ C(b, k).
Sine the sequene of measures {gi(ν)}i∈Z+ onverges to a point measure δv, it follows that
there exists N1/k ∈ N suh that for eah j ≥ N1/k we have
gjν
(
B1/k(v)
)
> 1− C(b, k).
Thus we have
gjν
(
B1/k(gjb
+∞) ∪ B1/k(gjb
−∞)
)
+ gjν
(
B1/k(v)
)
> 1.
Consequently, the ball B1/k(v) must interset at least one of the balls B1/k(gjb
+∞) and
B1/k(gjb
−∞). This means, as observed in Setion 5, that at least one of the points gjb
+∞
,
gjb
−∞
lies at distane at most 1/k from the point v. So, the laim is proved.
We denote by ∂rF the set of rational  points of the boundary ∂F :
∂rF := {x
+∞| x ∈ F r e} ⊂ ∂F.
Claim (3). If a sequene of measures {gi(ν)}i∈Z+ , where gi ∈ G, onverges to a point
measure δv with v ∈ ∂F r ∂rF , then for eah nontrivial element b ∈ F r e the sequene of
numbers {|gibg
−1
i |}i∈Z+ tends to innity.
Proof of Claim (3). Assume onverse. Then the sequene {gibg
−1
i }i∈Z+ has a onstant
subsequene {gikbg
−1
ik
}k∈Z+ = y, y, y, . . .. By Claim (2), the sequene of pairs
{(gib
+∞, gib
−∞)}i∈Z+ seletively onverges to the point v, whene the subsequene
{(gikb
+∞, gikb
−∞)}k∈Z+ = {(y
+∞, y−∞)}k∈Z+ also seletively onverges to v. But this
means that v ∈ {y+∞, y−∞} ⊂ ∂rF , whih ontradits the assumption that v ∈ ∂F r∂rF .
Claim (3) is thus proved.
Claim (4). If a sequene of measures {gi(ν)}i∈Z+ , where gi ∈ G, onverges to a point
measure δv with v ∈ ∂F r ∂rF , then for eah nontrivial element b ∈ F r e the sequene of
pairs {(gibg
−1
i , gib
−1g−1i )}i∈Z+ seletively onverges to v.
Proof of Claim (4). From Claim (2) it follows that there exists a sequene {δi}i∈Z+ , where
δi ∈ {+1,−1}, suh that the sequene {gi(b
δi)+∞}i∈Z+ onverges to v. By (5.3), for eah
i we have
ρ(gib
δig−1i , gi(b
δi)+∞) <
2
|gibδig
−1
i |
.
By Claim (3) we have |gib
δig−1i | → +∞, whene
ρ(gib
δig−1i , gi(b
δi)+∞)→ 0.
This implies that the sequene {gib
δig−1i }i∈Z+ onverges to v (beause the sequene
{gi(b
δi)+∞}i∈Z+ onverges to v), whih means by denition that the sequene of pairs
{(gibg
−1
i , gib
−1g−1i )}i∈Z+ , indeed, seletively onverges to v.
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To omplete the proof of our theorem, we observe that by Theorem 1 the µ-stationary
measure ν is ontinuous and the pair (∂F, ν) is a µ-boundary of (G,µ). The latter fat
means that for a.e. path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ of the random µ-walk the sequene of measures
{τi(ν)}i∈Z+ onverges to a point measure δw(τ), where w(τ) ∈ ∂F . Furthermore, sine the
set ∂rF is ountable and sine the measure ν is ontinuous, it follows that ν(∂rF ) = 0.
From this we onlude by Theorem 3.2 that for a.e. path τ we have w(τ) ∈ ∂F r ∂rF .
Therefore, the theorem is proved now by Claim (4).
9 Proof of Theorem 2
By the assumption of Theorem 2, F ontains an element u 6= e that is xed under the
ation of the subgroup A. By the seletive onvergene theorem (see Setion 8), for a.e.
path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ = {xiαi}i∈Z+ the sequene of pairs {(τiuτ
−1
i , τiu
−1τ−1i )}i∈Z+ seletively
onverges to a point w(τ) ∈ ∂F . Sine u ommutes with the elements of A, it follows that
τiuτ
−1
i = xiux
−1
i and τiu
−1τ−1i = xiu
−1x−1i .
Therefore, the sequene of pairs {(xiux
−1
i , xiu
−1x−1i )}i∈Z+ seletively onverges to w(τ).
This means that there exists a sequene {δi}i∈Z+ with δi ∈ {+1,−1} suh that the sequene
{xiu
δix−1i }i∈Z+ onverges to w(τ). In partiular, if we x in F a system of generators and
onsider the assoiated word metri, then |xiu
δix−1i | → ∞ as i → ∞. Also, we observe
that for the Gromov produts (xi|xiu
δix−1i ) the following inequality holds:
(xi|xiu
δix−1i ) =
1
2
(
|xi|+ |xiu
δix−1i | − |xiu
−δi |
)
≥
1
2
(
|xiu
δix−1i | − |u|
)
.
Thus, the sequene {(xi|xiu
δix−1i )}i∈Z+ tends to innity. Then, sine the sequene
{xiu
δix−1i }i∈Z+ onverges to w(τ), it follows that the sequene {xi}i∈Z+ also onverges
to w(τ). Theorem 2 is thus proved.
10 The stability of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form
Proof of Theorem 3. In the proof, we use the notation introdued in Setion 1. We reall
that the pure braid group Pn is a semidiret produt of the normal free subgroup Fn−1 by
the subgroup Pn−1, and eah element γ ∈ Pn an be written as a unique produt γ = xα,
where x ∈ Fn−1 and α ∈ Pn−1. It is easy to hek that the element
u = sn1sn2 · · · sn(n−1) = σn−1 . . . σ2σ1σ1σ2 · · · σn−1 ∈ Fn−1
ommutes with all elements of the subgroup Pn−1. We an thus apply Theorem 2 to the ase
of the pure braid group Pn = Fn−1⋊Pn−1. By Theorem 2, for eah nondegenerate measure
µ ∈ P(Pn) and for a.e. path of the random µ-walk τ = {τi}i∈Z+ = {xiαi}i∈Z+ (here,
xi ∈ Fn−1, αi ∈ Pn−1), the sequene {xi}i∈Z+ onverges to a point on the boundary ∂Fn−1.
By the denition of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form, the redued representative of the
element xi (we mean the redued representative over the generators {snj , 1 ≤ j < n} and
their inverses) is a prex of the normal form IP (τi). This means exatly that the normal
form IP is stable in the pure braid group Pn.
Sine Pn is a subgroup of nite index in Bn, the following lemma proves the stability
of the MarkovIvanovsky normal form IB in the braid group Bn.
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10.1. Lemma
9
. Let G be a ountable group, Q be a subgroup of nite index in G, and
Π ⊂ G be a set of left oset representatives for Q. Let NQ be a normal form in the group Q.
Denote by NG a normal form in G that takes an element g ∈ G to the word NQ(gpi
−1
g )pig,
where pig := Π ∩Qg. Suppose that NQ is stable. Then NG is stable.
Proof. By the denition of stable normal forms, it is neessary and suient to prove that
NG is µ-stable for an arbitrary nondegenerate measure µ on G.
For a path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ and a subset H ⊂ G, we will denote by τ
H
the subsequene in
τ that onsists of elements of H. Lemma 3.6 implies that if H is onite, then τH is innite
for a.e. path τ . We observe that for eah g ∈ G the subset Qg is onite in G, beause Q
has nite index in G. Consequently, for eah g ∈ G and for Pµ-a.e. path τ the subsequene
τQg is innite.
First, we show that for Pµ-a.e. path τ the sequene of words NQ(τ
Q) onverges
(throughout the proof, for a normal form N and a sequene s := {sj}j∈Z+ , we denote
by N(s) the sequene {N(sj)}j∈Z+). Let us dene a measure µ
′
on the group Q by setting
µ′(q) equal to the probability that for a sample path τ of the random µ-walk on G we
have {τQ}1 = q. Then Lemma 3.6 implies that µ
′
is a probability measure on Q. Sine µ
is nondegenerate for G, it easily follows that µ′ is nondegenerate for Q. Now, we onsider
the random µ′-walk on Q. Let Pµ′ denote the orresponding measure on the path spae
QZ+ . Clearly, the (Pµ-a.e. dened) mapping τ 7→ τ
Q
from GZ+ to QZ+ maps the measure
Pµ to the measure Pµ′ . Sine NQ is stable (in Q) and µ
′
is nondegenerate (in Q), it follows
that for Pµ′ -a.e. path κ = {κi}i∈Z+ of the random µ
′
-walk the sequene of words NQ(κi)
onverges. Consequently, for Pµ-a.e. path τ the sequene NQ(τ
Q) onverges.
From the above it follows by standard arguments that for Pµ-a.e. path τ and for eah
element g ∈ G the sequene of words NQ(τ
Qgg−1) onverges.
Now, we observe that for every elements g, h ∈ G and for Pµ-a.e. path τ the sequenes
NQ(τ
Qgg−1) and NQ(τ
Qhh−1) onverge to one and the same limit. (This follows from
Lemma 3.6, whih implies that for Pµ-a.e. path τ = {τi}i∈Z+ there exist k ∈ N and an
innite set L ⊂ N suh that for eah l ∈ L we have τl ∈ Qg and τl+k = τlg
−1h ∈ Qh, whene
it follows that the sequenes τQgg−1 and τQhh−1 have innite oiniding subsequenes.)
To omplete the proof, we observe that eah path τ in GZ+ splits into a nite number
of subsequenes of the form τQp, where p ∈ Π. Aordingly, the sequene of words
{NG(τi)}i∈Z+ (whih by the denition of NG equals the sequene {NQ(τipi
−1
τi )piτi}i∈Z+)
splits into the subsequenes NQ(τ
Qpp−1)p, p ∈ Π. By the above, for Pµ-a.e. path τ these
subsequenes onverge. Furthermore, they onverge to one and the same (innite) limit.
This means that for Pµ-a.e. path τ the sequene of words {NG(τi)}i∈Z+ onverges, i.e., the
form NG is µ-stable, as required.
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γ0 = 1; I(γ0) = 1.
γ1 = γ0 · s
−1
31 ; I(γ1) = s
−1
31 .
γ2 = γ1 · s41; I(γ2) = s43 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 .
γ3 = γ2 · s
−1
43 ; I(γ3) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 .
γ4 = γ3 · s
−1
32 ; I(γ4) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 .
γ5 = γ4 · s42; I(γ5) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 .
γ6 = γ5 · s21; I(γ6) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 s21.
γ7 = γ6 · s32; I(γ7) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 s
−1
31 s32 s31 s21.
γ8 = γ7 · s
−1
41 ; I(γ8) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42 s
−1
41 s
−1
42 s
−1
41 s42 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
31 s
−1
32 · · ·
γ9 = γ8 · s
−1
42 ; I(γ9) = s43 s41 s41 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s42 s
−1
43 s
−1
41 s
−1
42 s
−1
41 s
−1
42 s41 s42 s41 · · ·
Figure 2: Geometri presentations for the MarkovIvanovsky normal forms (rst elements
in the path).
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q q q q
x˙4
q q q q
γ2(x˙4)
q q q q
γ3(x˙4)
γ1(x˙4) = γ0(x˙4) = x˙4
γ2(x˙4)
γ4(x˙4) = γ3(x˙4)
Figure 3: The ation of 4-braids on the geodesi x˙4.
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